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The Nine Doors of Midgard is a complete course of study in self-transformation
through the Runes. It been used by the initiates of the Rune-Gild since 1980. The
graded steps offer a systematic and traditional approach to inner Rune-work. The
author, Edred Thorsson (Stephen Flowers, PhD), is the world's leading authority on
esoteric runelore.

Die Happy
As it's name states this book is meant for those Asafolk who are looking to
understand the words of Odin on a deeper level. Not only does this book contain
the original Havamal ¿Hawamal¿ from the Codex Regius, but also three English
translations to compare. Each page contains 4 versions of 1 verse for easy
reference. The opposing page to each verse is a journaling page to write down
your thoughts and make notes. A valuable resource that has been in need for some
time. Get together with your study group or work alone and dig into the wisdom of
the Havamal. For anyone interested in Asatru - Odinism and Germanic Heathenry

Culture Warlords
1864 Clairvoyance, or somnambulic vision: its art & culture with rules for its
attainment.
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Seership
Behind Bars is the indispensable reference book for composers, arrangers,
teachers and students of composition, editors, and music processors. In the most
thorough and painstakingly researched book to be published since the 1980s,
specialist music editor Elaine Gould provides a comprehensive grounding in
notational principles. This full eBook version is in fixed-layout format to ensure
layout and image quality is consistent with the original hardback edition. Behind
Bars covers everything from basic rules, conventions and themes to complex
instrumental techniques, empowering the reader to prepare music with total clarity
and precision. With the advent of computer technology, it has never been more
important for musicians to have ready access to principles of best practice in this
dynamic field, and this book will support the endeavours of software users and
devotees of hand-copying alike. The author's understanding of, and passion for,
her subject has resulted in a book that is not only practical but also compellingly
readable. This seminal and all-encompassing guide encourages new standards of
excellence and accuracy and, at 704 pages, it is supported by 1,500 music
examples of published scores from Bach to Xenakis. This is the full eBook version
of the original hardback edition.

Messiah in the Feasts of Israel
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In Essential Asatru, renowned author and priestess Diana Paxson demystifies an
ancient, rich, and often misunderstood religion, and offers a practical guide for its
modern followers. A Journey to Fulfillment and Renewal Filled with clear, concise
instructions on living Asatru every day, this truly accessible guide takes you on a
journey from Asatru’s origins in Scandinavian and German paganism to its
recognition as an official religion in the 1970s and its widespread acceptance
today. Essential Asatru also includes: · A complete history of Asatru gods and
goddesses, including Odin, Thor, and Ostara · The life values, such as honor, truth,
fidelity, and hospitality, that shape Asatru’s tenets · Indispensable information on
rituals, rune casting, ethics, and divination Essential Asatru is an elegant and
splendid introduction to a centuries-old religion that continues to enrich and
fascinate its followers today. Praise for Essential Asatru “This mainstreamed book
on Asatru offers a thorough grounding in both history and the present and shows
how those values—the true heart of any religion—are expressed in the lives of its
faithful. This book is recommended for personal education, library shelves, and
world religion classes.” —Facing North “A solid and thorough yet concise
introduction to the religion, its history, the gods and goddesses, and the basics of
modern practice.” —Idunna

OdinÕs Chosen: A Handbook of çsatrœ
Discover how Gods redemptive plan is revealed through the feasts of Israel. You
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will learn the prophetic purposes of the feasts, how the feasts are fulfilled in
Messiah, future implications of the feasts and practical truths for life

Essential Asatru
A new dialogue between the radical Jesuit priest and the Vietnamese Zen master
covers a wide range of topics relevant to the Buddhist-Christian relationship,
including war, peace, death, Jesus, and the Buddha. Original.

Seeing and Being Seen
What is the first thing a Rastafari does when he/she wakes up in the morning?
What is the correct way to grow dreadlocks as a Rasta? What products do Rasta in
the Caribbean use to wash their dreadlocks and why? What are 10 Essentials of a
Rastafari Home? What can one do to Convert to the Rastafari Livity? What are
some Bible Chapters special to Rasta and why? “Rasta Way of Life” is a book for
the student of Rastafari Livity. Follow the way life of Jah Rastafari, dictated to
Rasta, to enter Holy Mount Zion.

Contemporary Pagan and Native Faith Movements in Europe
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This book sets the record straight about the United States' move toward extreme
religious liberty and argues for a return to common-sense religious liberty.

Wotan's Holy Rites and Ritual
A new, updated edition of the essential guide to the practice of the runes as a
magical tool for spiritual development. In Futhark, rune master Edred Thorsson
reinitiates us into our heritage, explaining the mysteries of a profound system of
thought and practice that underlies our developing Western culture. Futhark covers
both the spiritual heritage of ancient runic lore and the practical steps we can take
to draw on rune power. This complete book of rune instruction includes rune
history and lore, its basis in metaphysical thought and mysticism, complete
definitions of the twenty-four runes of the Elder Futhark, and the etymology,
phonetic value, and interpretation of each rune. The reader will learn how to
perform chants and rituals using runic energy, how to sign and send runes, and
how to practice runic meditation. The author’s presentation of this powerful system
is lucid and profound, and provides a valuable tool for spiritual transformation and
self-development.

Illusion, Disillusion, and Irony in Psychoanalysis
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CHAPTERS: Our religious heritage. What is Odinism? Ancestor worship. Our earliest
ancestors. The Indo-Europeans. Three lost Indo-European tribes. The nation of
Odin. Religion, mythology, gods. Odin. Pagan, heathen and cretin. Odinist
evolution. Odinist cosmology. The Odinist soul. Pagan afterlife. Clash of values.
Rise of intolerance. Heathen victims of Christianity. Aethelfrith. Destruction of the
Saxons. Odinist vengeance. Fall of Scandinavia. Porgeir's terrible choice. Odinism
on the Borders. Christian economic strategy. Odinism in Christian churches. Period
of Dual Faith: Women. Period of Dual Faith: Chartres Cathedral. Folk customs: Yule.
Anglo-Saxondom and cognitive dissonance. Proto-Odinists: Jefferson. Swinburne.
Murray. Wagner. Australian paganism. Limits of proto-Odinism. Odinist pioneers:
Rud Mills. Evelyn Price. Ann Lennon. Else Christensen. Alec Christensen. Limits of
early modern Odinism. Odinist transvaluation of values. Toward tomorrow.

True Brothers
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of
the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain
in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United
States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or
corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we
concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made
generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work
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has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the
original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important
part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.

Swan Dive
Odin's Chosen: A Handbook of Asatru was written for Odinist/Asatruar seeking to
expand their knowledge of the Old ways and for individuals who are seeking a
comprehensive guide that encompasses the essentials of our religion. Within this
text you will fin

God vs. the Gavel
Pagan and Native Faith movements have sprung up across Europe in recent
decades, yet little has been published about them compared with their British and
American counterparts. Though all such movements valorize human relationships
with nature and embrace polytheistic cosmologies, practitioners’ beliefs, practices,
goals, and agendas are diverse. Often side by side are groups trying to reconstruct
ancient religions motivated by ethnonationalism—especially in post-Soviet
societies—and others attracted by imported traditions, such as Wicca, Druidry,
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Goddess Spirituality, and Core Shamanism. Drawing on ethnographic cases,
contributors explore the interplay of neo-nationalistic and neo-colonialist impulses
in contemporary Paganism, showing how these impulses play out, intersect,
collide, and transform.

Barfly
God vs. the Gavel challenges the pervasive assumption that all religious conduct
deserves constitutional protection. While religious conduct provides many benefits
to society, it is not always benign. The thesis of the book is that anyone who harms
another person should be governed by the laws that govern everyone else - and
truth be told, religion is capable of great harm. This may not sound like a radical
proposition, but it has been under assault since the 1960s. The majority of
academics and many religious organizations would construct a fortress around
religious conduct that would make it extremely difficult to prosecute child abuse by
clergy, medical neglect of children by faith-healers, and other socially
unacceptable behaviors. This book intends to change the course of the public
debate over religion by bringing to the public's attention the tactics of religious
entities to avoid the law and therefore harm others.

Runes for Beginners
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This is an easy-to-read introduction to the heathen religion Asatru. The book starts
with a list of frequently asked questions. The next chapter is history, which begins
with heathen mythology, covers the prehistory of ancient Europe, the history of
barbarian contact with Rome, and continues with the history of heathenism up to
the present day. The next two chapters are handy lists of gods and other beings.
Then comes the section on rituals, including holiday celebrations, toasting rituals,
weddings and other life events. The chapter on beliefs and morality explains the
heathen world view and answers specific questions on how Asatru relates to the
modern world. The chapter on magic introduces runes, seidh, spells, and
bersarkrgangr. Finally, the resources chapter lists recommendations for further
study and contact information for the major Asatru organizations in America.
Whether or not you're a beginner, you'll find excellent knowledge here.

Asgard and the Gods; The Tales and Traditions of Our Northern
Ancestors, Forming a Complete Manual of Norse Mythology
Ancient Teutonic religious ceremonies as practiced by the Vikings. For modern day
practitioners of Wotanism, Asatru and Odinism.

Rasta Way of Life
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A sacred text to Ethiopian Christians and Jamaican Rastafarians, The Kebra Nagast
tells of the relationship between King Solomon and the Queen of Sheba and their
son Menyelik, who hid the Ark of the Covenant in Ethiopia. This edition of the
Ethiopian text is edited by Gerald Hausman, with an introduction by Ziggy Marley.

Bibliography of Occult and Fantastic Beliefes, vol.1 A-D
The Raft is Not the Shore
Illusion, Disillusion, and Irony in Psychoanalysis explores and develops the role of
illusion and daydream in everyday life, and in psychoanalysis. Using both clinical
examples and literary works, idealised illusions and the inevitable disillusion that is
met when reality makes an impact, are carefully explored. Idealised phantasies
which involve a timeless universe inevitably lead to disillusion in the face of reality
which introduces an awareness of time, ageing, and eventually death. If the
illusions are recognised as phantasy rather than treated as fact, the ideal can be
internalised as a symbol and serve as a measure of excellence. Steiner shows that
the cruelty of truth needs to be recognised, as well as the deceptive nature of
illusion, and that relinquishing omnipotence is a critical and difficult developmental
task that is relived in analysis. Illusion, Disillusion, and Irony in Psychoanalysis will
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be of great use to the psychoanalyst or psychotherapist seeking to understand the
patient’s withdrawal into a phantasy world, and the struggle to allow the impact of
reality.

The Poetic Edda
Called an 'occult religion' for adepts, a 'creed of iron' for warriors, and a 'secret
society' for higher men and women who value 'knowledge, freedom and power',
the Odin Brotherhood honours the gods and goddesses of the Norse pantheon.

Asatru: The Old Ways for Today
Hallucinogenic and Poisonous Mushrooms Field Guide tells how to find wild
mushrooms in America. It is a hip-pocket field guide that presents 24
hallucinogenic mushrooms that grow in the USA and 8 poisonous species that they
are confused with. A reliable reference for beginners, the Field Guide opens up the
world of mycology in a clear and precise way. A compact course in mycology as
well as a handy tool for the professional. Features: How to collect, identify and dry,
useful keys and charts, Chemical qualities, genus and species information, over 30
color photos and 50 line drawings, taxonomy, and glossaries: Latin terms,
macroscopic and microscopic characteristics.
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Behind Bars
The original and genuine Book of Blots of the Odinic Rite inherits the rich and
formal qualities of English ritual language. It derives, ultimately, from times when
poetry was mantic and widely used for magical purposes. Now, as in the elder
days, it introduces, interprets and celebrates within a spiritual context the events
and seasons of life and of the natural year. The fully revised and updated second
edition of The Book of Blots provides a comprehensive celebration of the events
and seasons of the Odinist year. This classic handbook is now re-issued for the
guidance of all heathens.

The Queen of Sheba and Her Only Son Menyelek (I)
Fiction. SWAN DIVE focuses on "Blue" Heron, a down-and-out detective with a
roaming eye who gets much too involved in a complex business deal, a deal which
results in embezzlement, swindling, sexual misconduct, and murder. Along the
way, Blue discovers a great deal about himself while trying to understand the
subterfuge. One of his problems is that he often gets too entranced with whatever
woman is nearest to be able to concentrate on the job he's being paid to do. That
makes for trouble.
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Asatru for Beginners
"The poems of the Poetic Edda have waited a long time for a Modern English
translation that would do them justice. Here it is at last (Odin be praised!) and well
worth the wait. These amazing texts from a 13th-century Icelandic manuscript are
of huge historical, mythological and literary importance, containing the lion's share
of information that survives today about the gods and heroes of pre-Christian
Scandinavians, their unique vision of the beginning and end of the world, etc.
Jackson Crawford's modern versions of these poems are authoritative and fluent
and often very gripping. With their individual headnotes and complementary
general introduction, they supply today's readers with most of what they need to
know in order to understand and appreciate the beliefs, motivations, and values of
the Vikings." --Dick Ringler, Professor Emeritus of English and Scandinavian Studies
at the University of Wisconsin–Madison

The Study Havamal
This is a complete English translation of the famous Ethiopian work The Kebra
Nagast - "The Glory of the Kings of Ethiopia." Compiled by a Coptic priest in the 6th
century AD, from much older material, The Kebra Nagast is a remarkable mixture
of legends and traditions, some historical and some of a mythic quality, derived
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from the Old Testament and the later Rabbinic writings and from Egyptian (both
pagan and Christian), Arabian and Ethiopian sources. The principle theme of the
work is the descent of the Kings of Ethiopia from the union of Solomon, King of
Israel, and the Queen of Sheba. Woven through the story are many important
narratives, including prophecies in the Old Testament that concern the Messiah as
applied to Jesus Christ, the history of the rebel angels, and legends of Solomon and
the Queen of Sheba in the Koran.

Odinism
Hildegard of Bingen recognized what the holistic health movement has only
recently restored to our consciousness: that full health can only be experienced in
a state of spiritual balance. Dr. Strehlow gives readers practical suggestions based
on the integration of 35 spiritual forces of the human soul in order to "cure the soul
within," which he synthesized from five of Hildegard's books on spiritual and
psychological healing principles.

The Kebra Nagast
Essentially clinical in its approach, Psychic Retreats discusses the problem of
patients who are 'stuck' and with whom it is difficult to make meaningful contact.
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John Steiner, an experienced psychoanalyst, uses new developments in Kleinian
theory to explain how this happens. He examines the way object relationships and
defences can be organized into complex structures which lead to a personality and
an analysis becoming rigid and stuck, with little opportunity for development or
change. These systems of defences are pathological organisations of the
personality: John Steiner describes them as 'psychic retreats', into which the
patient can withdraw to avoid contact both with the analyst and with reality. To
provide a background to these original and controversial concepts, the author
builds on more established ideas such as Klein's distinction between the paranoidschizoid and depressive positions, and briefly reviews previous work on
pathological organizations of the personality. He illustrates his discussion with
detailed clinical material, with examples of the way psychic retreats operate to
provide a respite from both paranoid-schizoid and depressive anxieties. He looks at
the way such organizations function as a defence against unbearable guilt and
describes the mechanism by which fragmentation of the personality can be
reversed so the lost parts of the self can be regained and reintegrated in to the
personality. Psychic Retreats is written with the practising psychoanalysts and
psychoanalytic psychotherapists in mind. The emphasis is therefore clinical
throughout the book, which concludes with a chapter on the technical problems
which arise in the treatment of such severely ill patients.

The Odin Brotherhood
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A HARROWING JOURNEY INTO THE HEART OF WHITE SUPREMACY Talia Lavin is
every skinhead's worst nightmare: a loud and unapologetic Jewish woman, acerbic,
smart, and profoundly antiracist, with the investigative chops to expose the tactics
and ideologies of online hatemongers. Culture Warlords is the story of how Lavin, a
frequent target of extremist trolls (including those at Fox News), dove into a
byzantine online culture of hate and learned the intricacies of how white
supremacy proliferates online. Within these pages, she reveals the extremists
hiding in plain sight online: Incels. White nationalists. White supremacists. National
Socialists. Proud Boys. Christian extremists. In order to showcase them in their
natural habitat, Talia assumes a range of identities, going undercover as a blonde
Nazi babe, a forlorn incel, and a violent Aryan femme fatale. Along the way, she
discovers a whites-only dating site geared toward racists looking for love, a
disturbing extremist YouTube channel run by a fourteen-year-old girl with over
800,000 followers, the everyday heroes of the antifascist movement, and much
more. By combining compelling stories chock-full of catfishing and gate-crashing
with her own in-depth, gut-wrenching research, she also turns the lens of antiSemitism, racism, and white power back on itself in an attempt to dismantle and
decimate the online hate movement from within. Shocking, humorous, and
merciless in equal measure, Culture Warlords explores some of the vilest
subcultures on the Web-and shows us how we can fight back.
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Hallucinogenic and Poisonous Mushroom Field Guide
This brand new book is filled with 18 blots to Asatru gods and goddesses and 13
rituals for every occasion, submitted by Asatru Folk Assembly members and
ordained AFA Clergy. You'll find blots to Ostara, Thor, Ullr, Freya, Vidar and many
more. There are landtakings, weddings, baby namings, man and woman making
rituals and more - everything the modern Asatruar needs! You can use the blots
and rituals as they are, or customize them for your personal use. The book is
available in a coil-bound paperback format that will lay flat for ease of use or a
downloadable PDF.

The Wanderer's Havamal
EDITION of undercover-collective "Paul Smith", probably Melbourne/Australia general purpose: mental hygiene in "esoteric matters", special purpose: esoterism
around "Rennes-le-Chateau and Berenger Sauniere" - in total all vols covering ca.
21.000 titles in 2017

The Call of our Ancient Nordic Religion
This is the first of Rud Mills' writings on Odinism to be cleansed of earlier small
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press typographical and other errors, and the first to be reissued today on behalf of
the copyright-holder of all of Mills' works, the Odinic Rite of Australia. Rud Mills
argues in this essay that Classical and therefore Western Civilization went astray
with the theories of Socrates, as described by his disciple Plato. Socrates' ideas
were picked up by a Hellenized version of Judaism, and subsequently imposed by
force on the rest of Europe. However, Rud Mills argues that we can get back to the
pure, clean, delightful spirituality of our Odinist ancestors. By doing so, we can
restore spiritual sanity to the Nation of Odin.

NPKA Book of Blotar
The Wanderer's Hávamál features Jackson Crawford’s complete, carefully revised
English translation of the Old Norse poem Hávamál, newly annotated for this
volume, together with facing original Old Norse text sourced directly from the
Codex Regius manuscript. Rounding out the volume are Crawford’s classic Cowboy
Hávamál and translations of other related texts central to understanding the
character, wisdom, and mysteries of Óðinn (Odin). Portable and reader-friendly, it
makes an ideal companion for both lovers of Old Norse mythology and those new
to the wisdom of this central Eddic poem wherever they may find themselves.

The Book of Blots
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Asgard and the Gods
Robert Sass has been studying and practicing Heathenry for twenty years. The
goal of this book is to educate Heathens on ""how to do"" Heathenry, based on a
historical perspective first. How to do Sumble and Blot based on historical
passages, as well as educating Heathens on the various Germanic Heathen
calendars that survived from the 8th, 9th, and 10th centuries. Truly bringing the
Old Ways into Heathenry based on solid research, as oppossed to just saying ""We
do the Old Ways."" If this book does not have at least ten times as many historical
sources, Edda, and Saga passages quoted than any other Asatru 101 book on the
market, I will be most disappointed. I quote sources left and right. Studying where
our Ancestors left off is essential.

God vs. the Gavel
Attention, guys of America: It's time to get off the couch, turn off the PlayStation,
and set down your beer (just kidding—never set down your beer). Your days of
freedom are numbered. Every guy owes it to himself to do something audacious,
ostentatious, hilarious, or just plain fun before it's too late. The time is now for the
kinds of things that will be decidedly against the rules after you "settle down." Die
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Happy is here to help you create the kind of stories you'll be telling for the rest of
your life. Stories about things like: · How you spent your graduation cash: You start
at Oktoberfest in Munich and wake up on a Thai beach (which is totally what your
Aunt Edith had in mind). From Fantasy Fest to La Tomatina, here's a breakdown of
the wildest parties and the craziest worldwide destinations. · The best places to,
ahem, explore other cultures (or whatever): Corfu's Pink Palace. Ireland's pubs.
Amsterdam's Red Light District. Ibiza. Plus plenty of other fascinating events and
locales, many of which also happen to serve booze. · Getting a job (don't worry, not
a real job): Jet Ski guy. Cruise ship bartender. Casino dealer. Lifeguard. Roadie.
Where and how to earn the money to subsidize your fun, usually in some exotic
location full of very friendly women. At once a "How To," a "To Do," and a "We
Did," Die Happy contains all the ideas, checklists, and insanely funny true stories
you'll need to help you have as much fun as possible—while you still can.

Hildegard of Bingen's Spiritual Remedies
Everything You Need to Know to Begin Working With Runes The enigmatic nature
of the runes is undeniable. In fact, the English word "rune" comes to us from the
Norse word runa, which means "a secret," or "to whisper." As symbols, the runes
mean little to the untrained eye, yet the magical energies they activate can be
used for positive, impactful change in your everyday life. But what are runes,
exactly? On the surface level, runes are the characters in a writing system used by
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the ancient Germanic peoples of Europe. But unlike our modern letters, the runic
symbols had been used for magical purposes long before they were fashioned into
an alphabet. This is known from runic inscriptions found on ancient artifacts as well
as Germanic myth and lore handed down over the centuries. Indeed, those who
work with the runes today are taking part in an age-old magical tradition
established by our Northern European pagan ancestors. In Runes for Beginners,
best-selling author Lisa Chamberlain shines the light on these ancient symbols,
showing you how to discover and utilize their unique magical energies. With both
an eye toward tradition and a multicultural spirit, Lisa combines an appreciation for
the Germanic roots of the runes with a more eclectic Neopagan approach. Unlike
many other books on the topic, Runes for Beginners is completely accessible to
those with no experience in Northern European magical traditions, yet it doesn't
ignore those traditions altogether. You will emerge from this guide with a basic
understanding of the runes' role in ancient Germanic paganism, as well as a solid
foundation of knowledge to build your own runic practice, regardless of your
religious or spiritual path. Foundations in Runic Magic and Divination The runes
represent various aspects of the human experience of the Universe-both tangible
and intangible. Each runic symbol embodies a natural force, or type of energy,
which the rune worker can attune to and then manipulate in various ways. Runes
can be sent out into the Universe to manifest a magical goal, or they can be used
to consult with the unseen realms about a situation at hand. In Runes for
Beginners, you'll learn all you need to know to start working with runes, including:
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The history of the runes and their role within the framework of the Germanic
magical worldview The origins of runic wisdom in Norse mythology An overview of
the Elder Futhark, the oldest-known runic alphabet and most widely used rune
system in contemporary Neopaganism Basic techniques of rune magic, including
rune scripts, bind runes, and creating runic talismans How to make your own runes
Instructions for traditional rune-casting as well as contemporary rune spreads Tips
for successful divination The divinatory meanings and magical uses of each rune in
the Elder Futhark A suggested reading list for further exploring the runes and the
magical and spiritual traditions of the ancient Germanic peoples Detailed tables of
correspondence for a handy condensed magical and divinatory guide By the end of
this guide, you will have a working knowledge of the runes that will enable you to
use them with confidence in magic and divination. However, when it comes to truly
mastering the runes, the importance of time and practice can't be emphasized
enough. Indeed, working with runes can truly become a lifelong journey, but Runes
for Beginners is an excellent first step along the way. If you're ready to start
exploring the runes for yourself, just scroll to the top of the page and hit the Buy
button!

Psychic Retreats
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Asatru Book of Blotar and Rituals
Catalog of rituals containing over sixty rituals appropriate to the faith known
variously as Wotanism, Odinism, Asatru or Heathenism. The rituals contained
within this book cover the seasons and holy days of this modern reconstruction of
a prechristian religion. Highly recommended for faith groups as well as cultural
studies.

The Nine Doors of Midgard
Seeing and Being Seen: Emerging from a Psychic Retreat examines the themes
that surface when considering clinical situations where patients feel stuck and
where a failure to develop impedes the progress of analysis. This book analyses
the anxieties and challenges confronted by patients as they begin to emerge from
the protection of psychic retreats. Divided into three parts, areas of discussion
include: embarrassment, shame, and humiliation helplessness, power, and
dominance mourning, melancholia, and the repetition compulsion. As well as
offering fresh ideas, Steiner bases his creative and integrative efforts on previous
contributions by psychoanalysts including Freud, Klein, Rosenfeld, and Bion. As
such, this book will be of interest to psychoanalysts, clinical psychotherapists, and
all those with an interest in the psychoanalytic field.
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